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Bortdoa. curated by Susan Morris. Macia
tosh. compatible CD-Rom, Cambriqe Dark· 
room Gallery, 1997. 

The producers of another recent artists' 
CD-Rom. Bomlom, have eschewed \irtual 
environments and opted for a fairly conven· 
tional catalogue-like format, complete with 
introductory essays printed on an accompa
nying told_:out poster. Davld Bate's essay 
makes a comparison between Baroque space 
and boredom and points to ·•a Baroque trend 
of spatial illusions, theatrical imaginations 
and intense feelings' which has' been made 
possible by digital forms of representation. 
Although it may be argued that the ubiquity 
of computerised images has produced a kind 
of boredom, or 'Sunday neurosis', where sim
ulation has replaced stimuJation, none of 
the works included in Boredom could really 
be said to illustrate this symptOm. What sev· 
eral or the works do illustrate is rather a 
thwarted stimulation, as in Edward Dor· 
rionts hPRICK, which uses shots from a.soft. 
porn video session together with the coaxing 
voices of the two cameramen. The viewer 
can control the girl's poses to some extent 
but onlv at the cost or a sense or frustration 
and awkward complicity. Equally thwarting 
is Susan Morris's Text, which slowly scrolls 
from top to bottom for 38 minutes, revealing 
a succession of bibliographic entries and 
quotations on the subject of boredom. Not 
only are various typefaces employed. but the 
text is also frequently cut oft at the sides. 
rendering it unreadable. 

·aoredom•, writes Andrew Henjamin in hts 
philosophical essay printed on the fold-out. 
'will open up beyond itself onlv to close in on 
itself'. Boredom is characterised by the con· 
fines of repetition and continui~ and so too 
are some of the pieces on the CD-Rom, such 
as Marielle Neudecker's Default Twilight 
which loops lo,v-resolution bands of colour 
based on tour stock images of sunrise, da\vn, 
dusk and sunset. Anna Mossman's 7ltnn~l is 
also a loop, a relentless, repetetive zooming 
in and out of a mundane video scene showing 
cars and pedestrians moving through a 
tunnel. The use of repeated vuiations i.n 
Baroque ornamental art is updated in. Robert 
Mabb's animations of changing circular pat· 
terns, which, although mathematically pre· 
cise, are definitely boring! So too, lm afraidf 
is. Mathew Hale's There was Silence in 
Heaven about the Space of Hall an Hour. 
which requires the viewer to complete a 24 
minute writing exercise using barely deci
pherable letters comprising circles and 
eUipses, with a translation, of a German word 
representing each letter. lt's all too reminis· 
cent or those pointless exercises teachers 
give to school. children as punishments. 

Neverthetess1 as a whole Boredom is not 
boring. Indeed, the issues it raises (and 
these include social issues such as elec
tronic tagging of recidivists) are relevant to 
the conditions of life as experienced at the 
end of the 20th Century, a time in which the 
sensual, the decorative and the melancholic 
combine in an ennui not unlike that at the 
end of the previ.ous century. 
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